Introduction
The ability to discriminate temporal order alterations in a sound wave is named auditory temporal processing. Studies have reported that temporal processing may be a component that underlies many auditory processing abilities, including processing of verbal and non-verbal acoustic signals of language 1-2.
Temporal resolution, or temporal discrimination, is one of the auditory abilities of temporal processing. It refers to rapid changes on time-related acoustic aspects, allowing the detection of a brief interruption between two sounds 3. The perception of such alterations requires an auditory system capable of detecting rapid changes in sound intensity and spectral fluctuations 4-5. Several studies have reported that children with deficits in this ability are more likely to present language disorders and learning disabilities. In other words, the temporal resolution is extremely necessary for the comprehension of regular speech and the development of language 6-7.
The gap in noise test (GIN) was developed to study the temporal resolution in which the detection threshold of gap is determined -that is, the shortest time, in milliseconds, identified as an interruption on the sonorous stimulus 8.
A study by Musiek et al. 1 presented preliminary results that demonstrated the sensitivity of the GIN test as being 73% and the specificity as 84% in identifying patients with central auditory system lesions. Such results prove that the GIN is a sensitive test for determining auditory processing disorders.
In order for the GIN test to be incorporated into the auditory processing assessment battery of tests, normality criteria for normal hearing individuals are necessary.
Therefore, the purpose of the present study was to assess the behavior of temporal resolution through the GIN test in normal hearing children with 11 and 12 years of age in order to subsidize the establishment of reference values.
Method
This study was approved by the Ethics Committee of the Federal University of São Paulo -Escola Paulista Paulista de Medicina under process number 0789/08. Parents or guardians of all subjects signed a consent form agreeing to the participation in this study and to the dissemination of results according to Resolution 196/96.
The study included 92 children: 46 girls and 46 boys. Forty-eight children were 11 years old and 44 were 12 years old. The procedures were performed at the school where sample was originated from, after review and approval of the research project by the Coordination of the establishment. A soundproof booth was installed on the establishment for the purpose of the study.
The adopted inclusion criteria were: presence of audiometric thresholds within normal limits; verbal recognition on the test dichotic digits with correct identifications higher than or equal to 95% for both ears; current enrolment in school; and presence of age of 11 or 12 years. Through the process of interviewing, children who had evidence of ear, and/or neurological, and/or cognitive diseases and learning difficulties were excluded from the sample. Children with a history of school failure were also excluded from the study given the possibility of presenting learning disability.
The GIN test, proposed by Musiek et al. 1, was applied through a CD recording material that was presented via headphones using an Interacoustics CE 10 audiometer attached to a Couby CD player. The test was carried out in a soundproof booth. The stimulus was applied monaurally to 50dBHL, based on the average of the thresholds of 500, 1000 and 2000 Hz.
In the GIN test, the stimuli are divided into four tracks of test and one track of practice. Six-second segments of white noise are interspersed with random gaps (intervals of silence). Gaps are randomized and present varying lengths (2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 10, 12, 15 and 20ms) . Each of the gaps is presented six times on all items of each track -a total of 60 gaps per track. Up to three gaps per noise segment are presented and some segments do not contain gaps1,8.
The practice track was applied before the test, thus ensuring that the subjects have clearly understood the procedures. Scientific studies have shown that the four tracks are equivalent 1,9. Therefore, in the present study, only two tracks were used. The test was initiated either by the right or the left ear but the first track was always the one primarily applied.
Participants were instructed to press a response button every time they heard the gaps embedded in noise. Absence of response was noted in the case when the gap occurred but the button was not fired. Correct answer was noted when the button was activated at the moment or seconds after the appearance of the gap. A false positive was considered when the button was activated without the presence of the gap -each participant could present up to two false positives per ear. From the third false positive, all subsequent ones were counted as errors and discounted from the total of correct responses on the calculation of the percentage of correct gap identification.
The performance on the GIN was derived from two measures8: the first measure -the approximate gap threshold -was defined as the shortest length of the gap identified on four out of six attempts; the second measure -the percentage of correct gap identification -was defined as a proportion of values, which was calculated from the sum of the gap intervals identified divided by the number of gaps presented on the track.
Statistical analyses were performed using descriptive statistics and non-parametric tests. The descriptive statistics aimed to represent the sample and the variables age, gender and ear. The non-parametric methods were used because the measures of the GIN test did not present a normal distribution (Gaussian distribution). Therefore, the Mann-Whitney test was used to analyze the difference of the GIN test measures between two groups. The Wilcoxon's test was used to compare the absolute difference between the first and second test tracks, and between the right and left ears.
The significance level determined was 0.05 with the calculation of 95% confidence intervals.
Results
The mean values of the gap detection threshold as well as of the percentage of correct gap identification will be presented. Table 2 . The GIN test results were analyzed according to age, gender and ear. Results from the 92 individuals referring to thresholds means and percentages of correct gap identification were analyzed for each track. In fact, this was the only comparison in the present study in which statistically significant difference was observed, more specifically the percentage of correct gap identification. Significantly higher percentages were observed for the first track in comparison to the second one. When analyzing the results between the ears, the absolute variation showed no statistically significant difference for any of the measures studied.
Since there were no statistically significant differences between the variables age, gender and ear, a general data analysis was performed. Data pertaining to the variable subgroups were then summed and the results of 184 ears were considered for further analyses. Table 3 shows descriptive statistics regarding the values of mean, standard deviation (SD), median, minimum and maximum gap threshold and percentage of correct responses observed in the total sample of subjects.
The threshold of 5ms was the most frequently observed one (53.27%) when analyzing the total sample. The sample of this study was distributed as follows in relation to gap thresholds: 2.17% presented threshold at 3ms; 22.83% at 4ms; 16.3% at 6ms; and 5.43% at 8ms. Thus, for the total sample, 78.27% of participants obtained the gap thresholds that were up to 5ms.
Discussion
When considering that temporal processing is closely related to the perception of suprasegmental aspects of speech -once it involves the ability to perceive and store the non-verbal acoustic stimulithe deficit on the perception of temporal stimuli can lead to poor performance on reading and learning in general10-11. Thus, resources that assess temporal resolution are essential in the battery of tests that assesses auditory processing12.
Research using the GIN test to assess the threshold of gap detection in individuals with hearing within normal limits reported values of gap thresholds ranging from 3.98 to 6.07 ms.
Musiek et al. 1, in a study assessing individuals from 13 to 46 years, reported the gap threshold of 4.8 ms for the left ear and 4.9 ms for the right one, and the percentage of correct gap detection of 70% bilaterally. Chermak and Lee13 compared the performance of 10 children with normal hearing, aged from 7 to 11 years, on four tests of temporal resolution: Random Gap Detection Test (RGDT), Auditory Fusion TestRevised (AFTR), Binaural Fusion Test (BFT) and Gap In Noise (GIN). In the GIN test, the mean gap threshold reported was 4.6 ms for the right ear and 4.9 ms for the left ear.
Samelli and Schochat14 observed similar gap thresholds for both ears when studying 100 young adults from 18 to 31 years. Even without statistical significance, the authors observed the presence of best thresholds for men in both ears9. The overall mean gap threshold was 4.19 ms and the mean percentage of correct gap identification was 78.89%.
Zaidan et al. 15 have also assessed the performance of young adults by comparing the responses of two temporal resolution tests: RGDT and GIN. Regarding the GIN test, the authors reported statistically significant different performance between genders -better responses were observed for the group of men when compared to the one of women. However, no statistically significant differences were observed in the comparison between ears -gap threshold of 5.38 ms for the right ear and 4.88 ms for the left ear.
Balen et al. 16 studied the temporal resolution of 10 children with normal development aged from 6 to 14 years. The authors analyzed the performance of children from the sample on the RGDT and the GIN tests. The mean gap threshold observed for the GIN test was 5.7 ms for the right ear and 5.4 ms for the left ear, with no statistically significant difference regarding ear and gender.
When comparing the results of the present study to those observed in the literature, it is noted that, on the present study, there was a perceptual symmetry between the right and left ears on the GIN test, which is consistent with the literature1,14-16. This shows that the monaural tests are useful in detecting alterations on the auditory pathway, but not in localizing such alterations -the involvement of ipsilateral and contralateral pathways result in similar performance of right and left ears17.
Furthermore, we observed that the boys performed better regarding the mean gap threshold and the mean percentage of correct gap detection in both ears. However, such difference was not considered statistically significant. These results are consistent with a study9 in which slightly better performances were observed for males in both ears. However, our findings differ from another study15 whose authors reported having observed better performance of men with a statistically significant difference in relation to women.
Exposure to high levels of testosterone can potentially delay the development of the left hemisphere and stimulate the development of the right hemisphere18. Thus, the advantage of males over females in temporal processing tasks may be related to a hormonal influence on brain development, but further studies involving the ability of temporal resolution are needed in order to clarify this difference.
Regarding to age, the present study showed no statistically significant difference in performance between 11 and 12 years. Gap thresholds found in this study were similar to those observed in studies using the GIN test, both in children 13,16 and in adults 1,9,14,15. Therefore, we agree with the author of the GIN8 test when reporting that there are few maturational influences on this test. This fact suggests that the temporal skills at age 11 are developed and are little influenced by learning.
When comparing the tracks regarding the percentage of correct responses, it was observed that statistically significant higher accuracy was presented on the first track in comparison to the second one -i.e. on average there was a decrease of 1.81% on the second track in relation to the first one.
Such data do not coincide with the literature findings which report no statistically significant difference among tracks of the GIN test. However, the majority of studies reported carried out hearing test in adults1,9,14,15, differing from the current study. Even without studies in the literature that report differences among tracks, we found that the estimated time for the application of two tracks of the test is about 15 minutes. In a study16 performed with children, the participants argued that the GIN was a boring test. For this reason, the careful selection of tests to compose the assessment of auditory processing should be taken into account. The battery of auditory processing tests should not be long19,20. It is then necessary to evaluate the amount of time necessary to the completion of the test in order to make it suitable for clinical use. Knowledge regarding such differences is important for the definition of assessment protocols.
The confidence interval obtained for each track can be used as a guide for future studies. It should be highlighted that the present study was carried out with a sample of children with ages of 11 and 12 years. This way, further studies should be performed with younger children in chase for a wider definition of normality criteria.
Conclusions
Based on the results of the present study, we conclude that:
. the mean gap threshold was 5.05 ms, while the mean percentage of correct gap identification was 71.70% for the total sample; . no statistically significant differences between age groups (11 and 12 years), ear (left and right) and gender (boy and girl) were observed regarding performance on the GIN test;
. confidence intervals for the mean gap thresholds were defined as: values from 4.77 to 5.16 ms for the first track, and values from 4.93 to 5.35 ms for the second track. . confidence intervals for the percentages of correct gap identification were defined as: values from 71.28 to 73.94% for the first track, and values from 69.42 to 72.17% for the second track; . for 78.27% of the sample, the gap thresholds obtained were up to 5ms -value recommended as a normal reference for the age group studied.
